This paper introduces the concept of hierarchical control based output synchronization of coexisting attractor networks. Under the new framework, each dynamical node is made passive through intra control at first, which is only related with node dynamics itself. Then each dynamic node is looked as one agent, and on account of that, the solution of output synchronization of coexisting attractor networks is transformed into multi-agent consensus problem, which can be made possible in helps of local interaction among each agent's neighbors, this distributed working ways of coordination is named as inter control action, and it is contributed by its nearest neighbors, and can be only determined by the topology structure of the network. As long as the network is connected and balanced, network output synchronization will come true via synergy of intra control and inter control actions, which can be proved theoretically through building of a composite Lyapunov function from its individual node ones. In case of completeness, we give several illustrative examples, where the coexisting network consists with 5 identical Newton-Leipnik nodes, their topology structure varies from star connection, ring connection to chain connection, which are provided to further illustrate the novelty and the efficacy of the propose scheme. For its independence of linearization around any equilibrium, all the results are global, this is strikingly attractive. And even further, how to cooperatively manipulate node dynamics and networks topology in network system, which is the fundamental question in network control, is partially answered in some extent in this paper.
Introduction
Various large-scale and complicated systems can be modeled by networks, including the Internet, WWW, genetic networks, social network, and many others. The most striking recent advances are the occurrence of the small world network model [1] and scale free network model [2] , which have been declared to be closer to most real-world networks as compared with the earlier random-graph model [3] . Since that time, many scientists and scholars contributed to this topic, and answered some questions like network stability along with stabilization [4] [5] [6] [7] , network spreading [8] and network growing [9] . And besides that, network synchronization was also concentrated, for its wide spread applications in various areas of physical and biological sciences [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Among the already available results, synchronization with topology of the networks, synchronization cost, local synchronization with and without time varying topology for both continuous and discrete networks, phase synchronization and adaptive synchronization were investigated in detail. It is undoubtedly that those contributions are important for the further research. However, less attention was paid for the physical characteristics of the network nodes hitherto, and that may be one of the possible reasons for the complexity of the results. In this paper, node physical dynamics as well as topology of the networks is concerned equivalently, synchronization is realized by the cooperative manipulation of the node physical characteristics and the network topology. The added control action consists of two different parts, one is only associated with the node dynamics itself, which is named as intra control action, and the other one is related with the node neighbor's outputs, which is named as inter control action. While the intra control action makes the single node dynamics passive, the inter control action drives the whole network output synchronization. Unlike the already existing network output synchronization results, our method don't use local linearization among equilibrium, this makes our results stand globally, and even more important contribution of our method is that, we turn network synchronization problem into multi-agent consensus one, and in this way, together with in advance assumptions of topological characteristics like graph connectivity and balance, coexisting attractor networks output synchronization comes naturally. In case of theoretical rigidity and completeness, the composite Lyapunov function, which is the convex composition of the individual node counterpart, is employed to prove the rightness of the suggested strategy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some preliminary definitions and lemmas of being made passive are presented, which aims at elucidating the intra control action of the hierarchical control. In Section 3, the inter control action of the hierarchical control is discussed, which pays much attention to its distributive working mechanisms. Examples will be provided in Section 4 to further illustrate the efficiency of the hierarchical policy. Concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Let us consider a nonlinear affine system ()(), 
The physical meaning of being passive is that the energy of the nonlinear system can be increased only through the supply from the external source. The stability properties of passive system are well known [21] [22] [23] . Once the system has been rendered passive, the controller law such as In this paper we will use hierarchical control scheme, which integrates the passive technique and coordination strategy to control a coexisting chaotic system networks: the Newton-Leipnik chaotic system networks, all nodes are identical, i.e. each node of the networks has the same dynamics, which is obtained by Newton R B and Leipnik T A through modifying Euler's body equations with the addition of a linear feedback in 1981 [24] , its control problem has been investigated by several authors [25] [26] [27] .
If the system (1) The nonlinear system (3) may be rendered passive by a state feedback of the form [4] ()().
Now we use this idea to make the Newton-Leipnik system (5) passive. The Newton-Leipnik equation (5) is already in the normal form of (3), where it satisfies the passive definition (2b). Therefore, the Newton-Leipnik system (5) is rendered to be output strict passive (OSP) under the feedback control (11).
Lemma 1 [28] In order to explain Lemma 1 and also make ourselves clear enough, we take Newton-Leipnik as an example. Newton-Leipnik system (5) with control action (11) in its third equation can be turned into (15) . And in this way, it implies Lemma 1.
Coexisting attractors network
In this section, we take each single coexisting attractor dynamic model (which has been made passive) as an agent, and each agent dynamics can be written for is an irreducible real symmetric matrix. 
Definition 2 Suppose that we have a network with N identical agents as (17
Where i V is the storage function for agent i . The derivative of this Lyapunov function along trajectories of (16) Lasalle's Invariance Principle [29] and strong connectivity of the network then implies output synchronization of (16).
Examples and research results
In order to further explain the hierarchical control mechanism, three examples for network topologies beginning with star connection, passing from ring connection and extending to chain connection are provided.
Star connected
The star connected coexisting attractor network is as Fig.2 , the nodes are labeled form 1 to 5, respectively. Here N=5. 
The intra control action of each nodes can be expressed as 
Where λ is uniformly selected as 2 in this paper. Output synchronization at the manifold of origin is listed in Fig.3 . , the coexisting networks can be synchronized at the manifold of 0.2103, this corresponding to the third coordinate or the eye centers of the upper attractor [23] , referring to Fig.4 . 
Ring connected
The ring connected coexisting attractor network is as Fig.5 . For simplicity, we only leave the inter coupling-matrix and the research results there. The corresponding output synchronization results are as Fig.6 and Fig.7 , respectively. 
Chain connected
The chain connected coexisting attractor network is as Fig.8 . And for the same reason like ring connected case, we only leave the inter coupling-matrix and the research results. (27) The corresponding output synchronization results are as Fig.9 and Fig.10, respectively. 
Conclusions
Coexisting attractor networks output synchronization is discussed in this paper.
Unlike the already existing results, a hierarchical control strategy is used here, which can be divided into two different parts, one is the intra control, aiming at node dynamics passive realization and the other one is the inter control, which works in a distributed way, emphasizing on coordination of the agents. Hierarchical control can be equivalently looked upon as the synergy of intra control and inter control.
Coexisting network output synchronization is the natural evolvement under the coordination strategy of hierarchical control. For its free from linearization, the results are global, which is vital important for nonlinear systems, and besides that method here pays attention to both nodes dynamics and network topology, which are the two fundamental factors of networks, for owing of that, it paves the way for harmonious manipulation between the network and its nodes in some extent. 
